1. Alice worries about her
sensitive data and NXdrive

NXdrive

- your next drive is not just
another online storage solution. It
achieves stronger security, stringent privacy, higher reliability, flexible accessibility, and many other benefits. Please go to
www.NXdrive.com for a free account.

Solutions
 Security

secures her sensitive data as

2. The confidential data is initially encrypted as a

5. Each encrypted piece is randomly stored in one

6. All the keys are then destroyed by NXdrive

first measure of security

NXdrive develops innovative technologies to offer Worry-free data confidentiality and other data security features.
NXdrive never stores an entire file in one
device using the traditional way, which
imposes many security problems even if
the data are encrypted.

 Privacy
NXdrive develops cool technologies to
protect you and your data privacy, in an
attempt to minimize the leakage of user
and data privacy information.

3. The encrypted file is irregularly cut and encoded

7. Alice is happy as her

into n pieces

data is safely stored

 Reliability
NX develops new technologies to provide
very high reliability for your data.

Web: www.nxdrive.com

4. Each piece is again encrypted by an unique key

8. Alice securely accesses and shares

Services
 Security

1. Hacker tries to read

5. Hacker somehow grasps

NXdrive provides many desirable security features to protect your data confidentiality, prevent data disruption, and
maintain the data integrity. A data chunk
of your data stored at any data server
discloses nothing about your data content.
 Privacy

NXdrive treats all your data as secrets. It
protects you and your privacy such as
data patterns. From the storage server, it
is even harder to review or discover your
data patterns including minute details
like data file size.
2. Hacker somehow grabs a

6. Hacker still knows

piece of Alice's data file

nothing about Alice's

3. Hacker knows nothing

7. Hacker somehow manages

from the piece

to get all keys of data pieces

 Reliability

A high security mode can provide you
reliable data storage as if the file has 10
backups in different locations, and can
achieve more, depending on the
NXdrive services you are choosing.

NXdrive product is ready for
market. For partnerships or investment, please contact us at:
InfoBeyond Technology LLC
320 Whittington PKWY., STE 117
Louisville, Kentucky, USA 40223

4. Hacker somehow compromises
a key of the piece but still knows

8. Hacker is disappointed as he knows

Web: www.InfoBeyonds.com

